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Behaviour Change Made Easy
– Framework to look at behaviours
– How to apply the framework

– Wandsworth Council - littering, chewing gum and littering

If you take ONE thing away from this session
– Always map out behaviours first
• Why do people do what they do?
• What barriers prevent people from doing the right
thing?
• How are they doing it?
• When are they doing it?
– Then apply interventions

Identify barriers
Easier to move barriers
-

•

Situational barriers
– What is the situation that people are in? Not having
enough space or storage in flats, so people put rubbish
out next to a bin before bin day.

•

Knowledge barriers
– Not knowing what to do with litter, and how to dispose
of it legally.

Harder to move barriers
-

•

Behaviour barriers
– Hidden behaviours that stop people getting rid of
rubbish – e.g. “feeling lazy” to walk to a bin.

•

Attitudinal barriers
– Developing an understanding of attitudes that lead to
certain behaviours – for example:, ‘everyone else
dumps their rubbish so I will too’.

Clapham Junction

What this looks like in practice…
WHAT

What do we want Get people to…
people to do?
• Put rubbish into bins?
• Keep rubbish in their flats/homes?

HOW

How are people
doing it already?

WHY

Why aren’t they
doing it already?

WHO
WHEN
&

WHERE

The problem is that…
• Businesses are putting rubbish out at the wrong time
• People are dumping cigarette butts outside anywhere station

The barriers to change are because…
• No one has told them what to do with their rubbish
• English is not their first language
• They get different information from different sources: landlords, council,
neighbours
Who are we trying We’re trying to reach…
to reach?
•
People living in flats
•
Businesses
Audiences /
•
Commuters who use XXXX station
Advocates
When and where
are people
conducting the
behaviour

We need them to do this:
• Everyday
• At a specific time
• Keep rubbish in their flat until bin day

EAST Framework
Nudge theory: small changes to messages and processes can have a big
impact on people’s behaviour
Google ‘EAST framework’

Applying EAST to chewing gum
– Find the right area
area…take time to get this
bit right

– Context: people act quickly,
intuitively
– Colour, placement, is it easy
to put rubbish into…

Applying EAST to chewing gum

Clapham Junction and
Tooting Broadway stations
46% and 51% reduction in
chewing gum

Applying EAST to chewing gum

Not always what’s obvious…
A block of flats, mainly working professionals live there.
There’s a bin outside the block. People leave their rubbish in bin bags,
next to the bin – probably because they don’t want to wait until bin
day.

How do you stop them dumping bags next to the bin, and keep them
inside until bin day?

A few key principles
• Start small: something easy.
– Put the right thing in the right bin
– This month focus, on one thing: putting
rubbish out on the right day
• Establish a habit.
• Segment by behaviour and circumstance,
• Newly moved into house
• Live in a shared house
• Engage influencers: e.g. managing
agents.
• At the moment of binning, people make fast
decisions (in the house and on the street).
• Make litter disposal easier, more intuitive.
• Engage influencers.

